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Disclosure Document 
 

This document meets the regulatory disclosure requirements and forms part of our standard terms 

of business upon which we intend to rely.  
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1. Introduction 
 
We aim to provide all clients with clear financial direction. This is achieved by having a full 
understanding of your current financial position, aims, objectives and your attitude to risk. This will 

enable us to provide you with suitable solutions to treat you fairly. Our aim is to reduce future 
barriers to these objectives and to maximise the opportunities for achieving your goals.  
 
We recommend you use this information to decide if our services are right for you. We will discuss 
your needs with you so that you fully understand what is offered and how it will benefit you. Should 
you have any questions on any aspect of this document please do not hesitate to ask us.  
 

2. Adviser Code 
 
At Dragon Financial Planning Ltd we will: 

 
• Give impartial, independent financial advice. 
• Act on your behalf always, not on the behalf of any other product or service provider. 
• Always put you first. 

• Be honest and transparent in our dealings with you. 
• Supply you with written Terms of Business before engaging in any service for you. 
• Be qualified as experienced financial advisers. 
• Be deemed financially fit and proper to conduct investment business. 
• Be subject to ongoing examination of our fit and proper status. 
• Seek to increase our own knowledge and professionalism by undertaking regular professional 

development. 

• Ensure our clients always have access to up to date information, products and services. 
• Have access to leading technology to assist in research and administration on behalf of 

clients. 
• Provide you with access to any data held by the organisation on your behalf. 

 

The adviser presenting this Adviser Code is an Independent Financial Adviser of Dragon FPL which 
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

 

3. Client Responsibility 
 
The Client shall provide to the company such information as the company shall request to enable us 
to provide the advice and services requested by the Client. The Client shall not unreasonably 
withhold any information. Please note all advice provided will be based on the information supplied 
and all arrangements should be reviewed regularly. 

 

4. The Financial Conduct Authority 
 

The Financial Conduct Authority is the independent watchdog that regulates financial services. This 

document is to be given to consumers considering buying certain financial products.  You need to 
read this important document.  It explains the service you are being offered and how you will pay 
for it. 
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5. Six Steps to our Advice Process 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  
 

   

Step 1 – Engagement 

Explain our Services and identify your needs and objectives 

(Meeting held at our office, at our expense) 

Step 2 – Discovery 

Gather information on your circumstances and your financial policies 

Step 3 – Research & Analysis 

Obtain required information and prepare an analysis of your situation 

Step 4 – Plan Presentation 

Call you back in to present our recommendation(s) 

Step 5 - Implementation 

If agreed, implement our recommendation(s) 

Step 6 – Ongoing Service and Relationship 

Monitor your progress and future needs 
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6. Which service will we provide you with? 
 

6.1. Independent Financial Advice 
 
We offer an independent advice service. We will recommend investments based on a comprehensive 
and fair analysis of the market. We will place no restrictions on the investment markets we will 
consider before providing investment recommendations unless you instruct us otherwise.  We will 
however only make a recommendation when we know it is suitable for you. 
 

6.2. Insurance 
 
We will advise and make a recommendation for you after we have assessed your needs for non-
investment protection contracts. We offer products from a range of insurers for non-investment 

insurance contracts covering pure protection such as term assurance, income protection, whole of 

life and critical illness cover. 
 

6.3. Mortgages 
 
We will advise and make a recommendation for you on mortgages after we have assessed your 
needs. We are not limited in the range of mortgage products that we will consider for you; this is 
applied to both first charge legal mortgages as well as second charge regulated mortgage contracts. 
 

6.4. Lifetime Mortgages 
 
We will advise and make a recommendation for you on Lifetime Mortgage products after we have 
assessed your needs. We offer products from the whole market. 
 

7. What will you have to pay us for our services? 
 
For investment and pension advice, the amount of the fee will contain an element based on the 
value of the investment/pension. This is to reflect the importance of the matter, the consequent 
liability and responsibility to the firm. For insurance contracts this can be paid for via a fee and/or 
via commission from the insurance provider, which we will agree with you. 
 

7.1 Initial Meeting 
 
We offer all new clients an initial meeting which is at our expense. This meeting is without obligation 
and will normally be held at our offices at: Finance House, 218 Stow Hill, Newport NP20 4HA. 
 

During this first meeting, we will confirm the services we can provide and the costs of these services. 
 

All fees will be clearly explained and agreed with you up front. There will be no hidden charges.  
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7.2  Investments & Defined Contribution Pensions 
 

7.2.1. Initial Advice Fee
 

We charge our advice fees via an agreed fixed fee. We will provide you with an agreed fixed price at 
outset.  
 
Typical fixed fees will range from £250 (min) up to £1,000 (max) - depending on the level of work 
required. 
 

This advice fee covers the initial research and analysis, plan presentation and recommendation of a 
product (Steps 3 and 4 of the six-step advice process on page 4). 
 

7.2.2. Implementation Fee – Single Contributions and Transfers 
 

In addition to any initial advice fees, to set up a financial product following our recommendations, 
we will charge an implementation fee, as detailed below: 
 

First £50,000       2% fee 
Funds above £50,000      1% fee 

 

Our minimum implementation fee is £250; maximum implementation fee £10,000. 
 
Example 1; if we arrange investments/pensions on your behalf totalling £100,000 our 
implementation fee would be £1,500. 
 
Example 2; if we arrange investments/pensions on your behalf totalling £200,000 our 
implementation fee would be £2,500. 

 
Example 3; if we arrange an investment/pension on your behalf for £10,000 our implementation fee 
would be £250.  

 

7.2.3. Implementation Fee – Regular Contributions
 
The charge for setting up a regular contribution to an investment/pension plan is subject to a fixed 
implementation fee of £250. 
 
You can either pay this directly on commencement of the plan or you can pay the fee through regular 
premiums. 

 
Example 1; if your monthly contribution is £200 our implementation fee would be up to £250.  
 
Example 2; if your monthly contribution is £1,000 our implementation fee would be £250.  
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7.3. Defined Benefit Pension Transfers 
 
We currently offer a triage service and provide guidance on the benefits and dangers of transferring 
Defined Benefit Pension Schemes. We do not offer advice or a recommendation. 
 
We have arrangements in place to introduce clients to suitably qualified companies that can 

undertake this area of advice. Should you elect to transfer your pension having taken advice, you 
will have the option to remain a client of Dragon FPL for ongoing service and advice on the new 
pension arrangement. 
 
The initial triage presentation with Dragon FPL is at our expense. If you wish to proceed to advice 
and recommendation, we charge a fixed fee of £500 to collate the required paperwork, package all 
your information and introduce you to a suitably qualified Pension Transfer Specialist. 

 

7.4. Mortgages & Lifetime Mortgages 
 

7.4.1. Mortgages 
 
We offer an initial meeting at our expense to discuss your mortgage needs. 

 
Application Fee   £100.00 upon each application 
Completion Fee   £250.00 upon completion 
 
We will also receive a procuration fee from the provider in addition to the above fees. 
 

7.4.2. Lifetime Mortgage 
 
We offer an initial meeting at our expense to discuss your equity release needs. 
 
Initial Advice Fee  £250.00 

Completion Fee   £350.00 upon completion 
 
We will also receive a procuration fee from the provider in addition to the above fees. 
 

7.4.3. Refund of Fees 
 
Should the lender reject your application and your mortgage/lifetime mortgage product does not go 
ahead, you will not receive a refund of application, completion, or initial advice fees. 
 

7.5. Other Fee Options 
 
A fixed fee or hourly rate can be requested. This will be calculated on a case by case basis. 
 

7.6. General Insurance and Protection 
 

Like our investment services above, we will provide you with a personal and financial review prior 

to making our recommendations to you. Should you accept our recommendations we will arrange 
the implementation of these for you. The reasons for our recommendations will also be provided to 
you in a written report. 
 
We do not normally charge a fee for our General Insurance and Protection services as we will 
normally receive commission from the product provider. However, we retain the right to charge an 

administration fee if we believe the commission payable will not cover the level of work required. 
The fee charged will depend on the amount of additional work required. 
 
You will receive a quotation which will tell you about any other fees relating to any insurance policy. 
 
Payment via commission does not mean the advice and services were provided free of 
charge. We reserve the right to reclaim any reasonable costs should the policy be cancelled, or 

payment not be made, and the commission clawed back. 
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7.7. Ongoing Service  
 
We typically charge ongoing advice fees of 0.50% per annum of funds under management. 
 
Ongoing fees are usually paid from your investment or pension arrangements. However, they can 
be paid in advance via annual invoice or via an annual or monthly standing order arrangement. All 

clients choosing to pay an ongoing service charge will receive an annual suitability review, either 
face to face or via telephone or post. 
 
We define our clients into the following categories and provide the following ongoing services: 

 

Service Level Bespoke Priority Client Transactional 

Suitability Reviews Half Yearly Yearly Annual or Other None 

Review Basis Face-to-Face Face-to-Face Face-to-Face N/A 

Home Visits 
    

Cash Flow Modelling 
  

£250 Fee £500 Fee 

Fact Find Update 
    

Telephone Access to 
Adviser     

Email Access to Adviser 
    

Risk Profiling 
    

Second Opinion Service 
    

Help with Tax Returns  
    

Web Based Services     

Own Client Account 
    

Online Secure Messaging 
    

Online Investment 
Valuations     

Online Document Viewing 
    

Administrative Services     

Policy Administration 
    

Free Fund Switching 
    

Trust Work 
    

 

The charges listed above can be deducted from your investments or paid directly by you. You should 

note that when paid through the investments it may reduce your personal tax thresholds and/or 

exemption levels. Where this happens, we will discuss it with you and confirm it in your suitability 

report. 

 

It should be noted that the level of service you receive is decided by the amount of funds you have 

under management by ourselves. The amounts required are as follows: 
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Transactional  No funds under management 

Client   Up to £250,000 

Priority Client  Up to £500,000 

Bespoke Client  £500,000 and above 

 

Example 1; if your investments are valued at £120,000, you are a Client and the ongoing 

management adviser charge we would receive is £600.  

 

Example 2; Your investments are valued at £300,000 you are a Priority Client and the ongoing 

management adviser charge we would receive is £1,500 (0.5%).  

 

If you wish to pay directly you can spread the payment over a 12-month period. We can arrange for 

a standing order to be set up monthly at 1/12 of the fee agreed. 

 

Should you decide to cancel our agreement to provide ongoing services you must provide written 

confirmation of your decision and we will cease your payments for these services within 21 business 

days and after collection of any due proportion of any period charges. However, please take note of 

the following: 

 

• If you choose this option, no ongoing charge will be made, and no ongoing service will be 

provided. 

• If your financial circumstances, objectives, and attitude to risk change over time, the 

structure of your investment portfolio may no longer be in your best interests.  

• You will not receive an annual suitability review. 

• As financial markets fluctuate, the way your assets are allocated in your portfolio may 

become unbalanced and ultimately expose you to more or less investment risk than you 

wish to accept. 

 

7.7.1. Suitability Reviews 
 

All clients choosing to pay an ongoing service charge will receive an Annual Suitability Review. We 

will review your circumstances, attitude to investment risk and performance of your portfolio. All 

clients will receive an Annual Suitability Report reviewing the ongoing suitability of your portfolio. 

 

If you do not elect to receive ongoing service and advice from Dragon Financial Planning Ltd, we 

cannot be held responsible or liable for changes in regulation, legislation, your own personal 

circumstances, product, policy, investment or mortgage in the future. The advice and 

recommendations will be based on the information received at the time the arrangement was agreed 

and should be reviewed on a regular basis. Failing to do so is your responsibility.  

 

 

7.7.2. Aggregated Costs and Charges for Investments  
 

There will always be costs and charges associated with your investment and recommended solutions.  

These costs and charges will influence the return you receive.  Prior to you making any investment 

decision, we will provide you with the information on all costs and charges that may be applied to 

your investments. We will also include an indication on the overall effect of these costs and charges 

on the return of your investments. 

 

7.7.3. Fund Switches  
 

If you have a portfolio of pensions and investments, your financial adviser may, from time to time, 

advise you to switch some of the funds within this portfolio. We will not charge any additional fees 

for this advice but there is likely to be an underlying cost for the switch.  We will explain this cost 

and the approximate amount before you decide on this. 
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7.7.4 Transactional Clients 
 

If you do not require ongoing service, either due to the nature of your portfolio, or because of your 

own expertise or circumstances, no ongoing adviser charge will be payable to the firm.  This will be 

discussed and agreed at outset.  If service is required later an adviser charge will be payable for the 

service and will be agreed prior to commencing work.  If you decide to become a transactional client 

no annual suitability review will be conducted. Should that investment or product no longer meet 

your attitude to risk or requirements due to a change of circumstances, we will have no liability. 

 

7.7.5. Cash Flow Models 
 

A cash flow model is a report which plots your future assets, incomes, and expenditure to give an 
illustration of what you can expect your finances to look like at any point in the future. 

 
Cash flow models are available to all clients for a fee but are free for Bespoke and Priority Clients 
and all clients taking Drawdown Income. 
 

7.8. VAT 
 
We do not currently charge VAT on fees. We will advise you if VAT is payable on any fees. 

 

8. Who regulates us? 
 

Dragon Financial Planning Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Our 

FCA Registration Number is 841978.  

 

Our permitted business is advising and arrangement of Protection, Retirement, Investments, 

Savings and Mortgages. You can check this on the FCA’s Register by visiting the FCA’s website 

www.FCA.gov.uk/register or by contacting the FCA on 0800 111 6768. 

 
 

9. What to do if you have a complaint 
 

If you wish to register a complaint, please write to Dragon Financial Planning Ltd or telephone 01633 

495393. A summary of our internal complaints handling procedures for the reasonable and prompt 

handling of complaints is available on request and if you cannot settle your complaint with us, you 

may be entitled to refer it to the Financial Ombudsman Service at www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk 

or telephone 0800 023 4567. 

 

10. Are we covered by the Financial Services 

Compensation Scheme (FSCS)? 
 
We are covered by the FSCS. You may be entitled to compensation from the scheme if we cannot 

meet our obligations. This depends on the type of business and the circumstances of the claim. Most 

types of investment business are covered up to a maximum limit of £85,000, whereas insurance 

business is covered for 90% of the claim, without any upper limit. Mortgage and equity release 

advising and arranging is covered up to a maximum limit of £85,000. 

 

Further information about the compensation scheme arrangement is available from the FSCS.  
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Appendix 
 

A.1. Treating Customers Fairly 
 

We are committed to providing the highest possible levels of service to our clients. As part of this 

we wish to ensure you understand the services we provide and their associated costs. This should 

allow you to make an informed decision about the services you wish to purchase. This client 

empowerment forms part of our ethos and culture. 

 

This ethos carries over into our recommendations where we will provide you with the necessary 

information to enable you to make informed decisions as to the approach to take to achieve your 

goals and objectives. 

 

We have embraced the ‘Treating Customers Fairly’ principle and would welcome any feedback you 

have on any element of our service that justifies comment, whether positive or negative. This will 

help us to ensure we are providing the services clients require and improve upon any areas in which 

you may have a concern. Although we have a complaints procedure, we would rather that clients 

are satisfied and raise any concerns prior to there being a problem. Please feel free to speak to your 

adviser or a member of staff at any time. In executing or transmitting orders on your behalf to third 

parties, we will take all reasonable steps to ensure that we obtain the best possible result for you in 

terms of best execution. 

 

A.2. Risk Warnings 
 

With the best will and intention unfortunately not everything is within our control. The financial 

markets, changes to legislation, Government Budgets and world events are notable matters that can 

impact on the recommended approach to you achieving your objectives. It should be noted that 

products are very rarely guaranteed and therefore there is an inherent risk in all products. By “risk”, 

we mean the possibility that a product will not achieve the stated objective; this does not detract 

from providing you with information as to how your investments are expected to perform. 

 

Please be aware that investments can fall as well as rise and that in some cases you may not get 

back the full amount invested. The price of investments we may recommend may depend on 

fluctuations in the financial markets, or other economic factors, which are outside our control. Past 

performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Specific warnings relevant to the 

investments or investment strategies we recommend will be confirmed to you in your financial 

planning report. We will agree with you your attitude to risk and capacity for loss before agreeing 

any investment.  

 

Although we will explain the risk of the product as part of our advice process (with the exception of 

execution only transactions) you should always ensure you have understood the risk associated with 

the product/service. If you are unsure about the way the product or recommendation works, or 

require any further clarification please ensure that you raise this with your adviser. 

 

If you do not select to receive ongoing service and advice from Dragon Financial Planning Ltd, we 

cannot be held responsible or liable for changes in regulation, legislation, your own personal 

circumstances, product, policy, investment or mortgage in the future. The advice and 

recommendations will be based on the information received at the time the arrangement was agreed 

and should be reviewed on a regular basis.  
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A.3. Non-Regulated Products 
 

We may also on occasion, advise on other financial products which are not regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority. The Financial Services Compensation Scheme does not apply to any of these 

products. Accordingly, you should carefully consider whether such investments are suitable for you 

considering your personal circumstances and the financial resources available to you. 

 

You may discount non-regulated products from your research if you do not want to 

consider them. 

 

A.4. Non-Readily Realisable Products 
 

Under the terms of this agreement, we may, if appropriate, advise you on investments which are 

not readily realisable. We would draw your attention to the risks associated with these investments 

as there is a restricted market for them. In some circumstances, it may therefore not be possible to 

deal in the investment or obtain reliable information about its value. 

 

A.5. Conflict of interest 
 

We will endeavour always to act in the best interests of our clients, however; circumstances can 

arise where we or one of our other customers may have some form of interest in business being 

transacted for you. If we become aware that our interests, or those of one of our other customers, 

conflicts with your interests, we will write to you and obtain your consent before we carry out your 

instructions and detail the steps we will take to ensure fair treatment. 

 

A.6. Client Money 
 

Dragon FPL is not permitted to handle client money and we cannot accept a cheque made out to us 

(unless it is in respect of a fee for which we have sent you an invoice, which should be payable to 

‘TPLLP re: Dragon Financial Planning Ltd’) or at any time make a payment payable to an adviser or 

handle cash. 

 

A.7. Cancellation rights – Changing your mind 
 

You should only proceed with a transaction once you are happy with all elements involved with it. 

As highlighted above, please ensure you are aware of the details of the product and that it matches 

your objective and attitude to investment risk. In most cases, you can exercise a right to cancel, by 

withdrawing from the contract recommended to you. In general terms, you will normally have a 30-

day cancellation period for a life assurance, pure protection, payment protection or pension policy 

and a 14-day cancellation period for all other policies. 

 

The start of the cancellation period will normally begin, for pure protection policies, when you are 

informed that the contract has been concluded or, if later, when you have received the contractual 

terms and conditions. In other cases, the cancellation period will begin on the day the contract is 

concluded or, if later, the day on which you receive the contractual terms and conditions. Instructions 

for exercising the right to cancel, if applicable, will be contained in the relevant product disclosure 

information which will be issued to you. 

 

If you cancel a single premium contract, any agreed adviser fee for work completed is not refundable. 

It is also possible that you may incur loss caused by market movements, trading costs and 

implementation costs of the provider. This means that, in certain circumstances you might not get 

back the full amount you invested if you cancel the policy. 
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A.8. Termination 
 

You or we may terminate our authority to act on your behalf at any time, without penalty. Notice of 

this termination must be given in writing and will take effect within 21 days from receipt. Termination 

is without prejudice to any transactions already initiated which will be completed according to the 

terms of business unless otherwise agreed in writing. You will be liable to pay for any transactions 

made prior to termination and any fees outstanding, if applicable. 

 

Trail fees and commission will continue to be paid to Dragon Financial Planning Ltd until you notify 

the provider to stop payment and remove Dragon FPL as the servicing agent or transfer your policies 

and their liabilities to another financial adviser. From the point of termination, Dragon FPL does not 

accept liability for any further transaction, investment loss or liability for advice. 

 

A.9. Service and Reviews 
 

Depending on your chosen level of service, we will remind you when you are due a review. It is your 

responsibility to respond and make an appointment. 

 

A.10. Anti-Money Laundering 
 

We are required by the anti-money laundering regulations to verify the identity of our clients, to 

obtain information as to the purpose and nature of the business which we conduct on their behalf, 

and to ensure that the information we hold is up-to-date. For this purpose, we will require sight and 

to take copies of approved documents and may use electronic verification systems and we may 

conduct these checks from time to time throughout our relationship, not just at the beginning. 

 

A.11. Previous Advice 
 

We do not give legal advice. We cannot advise on the suitability of any previous financial advice 

received from another adviser prior to engaging with us. 

 


